Executive summary

Choose
Growth
Shaping Europe’s Future Now
A guide to help businesses make the choices we need to build
a net-zero, socially just, competitive Europe

As we navigate the pandemic and look to the future, Europe’s task is not just to recover – it is to transform.
In this latest report from Europe Delivers, Xynteo took the pulse of nearly 80 leaders, from both business and beyond, drawing
on their insights to develop three provocative but plausible futures for Europe in 2025.
Our objective: to shine a light on the choices European business leaders must make now to deliver net-zero, just and competitive
growth for all.
Why business leaders? They have enormous resources at their disposal – capital, talent and indispensable know-how. And, here
in Europe, the prevailing belief among business leaders is this: no company can be truly competitive unless its revenue- and
profit-generation moves society forward.
Read on to explore the futures these 80 conversations inspired. And then get in touch with Xynteo to join the conversation.

europedelivers@xynteo.com

Europe Delivers is a business-led partnership working to build future-fit growth in Europe. Run by Xynteo, the partnership
includes Scania, Yara, Verizon, Mastercard, DB Schenker, Shell and Manpower.

Xynteo works with a community of visionary business leaders, equipping them and their organisations to transform the systems
in which they operate. We provide advisory services for strategy, innovation, engagement, learning and climate change; and build
cross-sector collaborations, including the Xynteo Exchange, Leadership Vanguard, Vikaasa and Europe Delivers. Xynteo also
produces The Performance Theatre.
Founded in Norway, Xynteo has offices in Oslo, London, Mumbai and New Delhi.
xynteo.com

What is Europe Delivers?
Europe Delivers is a business-led partnership working
to build future-fit growth in Europe.

Representing major companies from a range of industries, we are committed
to using our leadership and commercial capital to advance growth that works
with nature, not against it; that benefits the many, not the few; and that
creates value across generations, not quarters.
The partnership is currently led by seven companies whose leaders share two
broad beliefs. First: that we must collaborate across industries and sectors to
accelerate Europe’s transition to a net-zero, socially just, competitive growth
model. Second: that, despite its own challenges, Europe’s track record of
enterprise, innovation, international cooperation, environmental stewardship
and social fairness makes it an increasingly important source of leadership on
the world stage.
We believe that our competitiveness – as companies and as economies –
depends on it.

Our project portfolio
SCANIA, YARA AND DB SCHENKER:
Unleashing the potential of Europe’s
bioeconomy

MASTERCARD: Building an inclusive
flexible working economy for Europe

VERIZON: Tackling the barriers to
realising a positive future of work

SHELL: Catalysing the energy
transition

Led by Scania, the BioAdvantage
Europe coalition aims to unleash
the potential of Europe´s bioeconomy by supporting policy
changes and projects that advance
decarbonisation, rural growth and
new jobs.

This initiative, led by Mastercard,
aims to identify business models
and tools to strengthen the income
security of flexible workers in
practical ways.

Led by Verizon, this project aims
to build clarity about the future of
work we want, drawing on lessons
from the US and Europe.

Shell is leading a project to help
decarbonise road transportation,
which contributes more than 20%
of the EU’s total CO2 emissions.

Partner Lead: Christy Pambianchi,
EVP and chief human resources
officer at Verizon

Partner Leads: Fabian Ziegler,
managing director of Shell
Germany and Marjan van Loon,
president-director of Shell
Nederland

Partner Lead: Åsa Pettersson, head
of public affairs and sustainability,
Scania

Partner Lead: Sue Kelsey, EVP, global
consumer solutions at Mastercard
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Cheatsheet
Three futures, six leadership choices

CORE FEATURES

Walls up (and Down)

11th Hour

Utechia / Dysteshia

• The US-China trade relationship has only
incrementally improved; global trade and
supply chains have continued to shrink.

• Climate consumerism has become
mainstream, and electorates are demanding
robust climate action.

• Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies are
making Europe´s cities smarter and driving
advances in public health systems.

• The strain on the world´s infrastructure for
global collaboration has worsened; regional
cooperation is states´ preferred mechanism
for problem-solving.

• Business is collaborating with government to
implement the Green Deal.

• Unemployment is high, stemming from
a combination of large-scale headcount
reductions and sluggish progress on skilling.

• Despite internal challenges, the EU´s
relevance as a regional power grows.
• Enabled by further advances in remote
working, companies are moving to a
borderless talent pool.
• European white-collar workers increasingly
opt to live in peri-urban and suburban areas;
more developing and emerging economy
workers stay in their home countries.

Leadership choices

• Capital has shifted in favour of low-/
no-emissions business models and ESG
investment.
• Batteries hit the tipping point for cost, while
storage increases materially.
• A higher carbon price materialises.
• Climate change impacts multiply.

• Highly-educated workers in some industries
are thriving in the digital workplace, but many
are being left behind.
• Regulators are still struggling to find the right
approach to big tech.
• Social media is helping to drive wedges into
European society.

What choices do business leaders need to make to unlock net-zero, just and competitive growth for Europe?

Choice 1:

Champion global openness

Choice 3:

Become an enabling partner to Green
Deal government

Choice 5:

Take greater responsibility for
employment security

Choice 2:

Prepare for a more 				
borderless talent landscape

Choice 4:

Embrace carbon competitiveness as
Business As Usual

Choice 6:

Digitalise while protecting the
social contract
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Foreword

Introduction

Henrik Henriksson is president and CEO
of Scania and chair of Europe Delivers.

Osvald Bjelland is CEO of Xynteo, which
founded and runs Europe Delivers.

Among the many hard lessons
of the pandemic is this: growth
matters.

The pandemic has dealt us a
serious blow, and probably
changed forever the way we
live, learn, work, invest and
govern. At the same time, never
before in history have we had
so much capital, technology and
knowledge at our disposal. And
what feels very new to me now is
the sense of urgency – the desire
for change is electric.

When growth stalls – as it did in
the eurozone, where the economy
shrank by almost 7.5% in 2020
– bad things happen. Families
lose their livelihoods; essential
public investments dry up; and
the disadvantaged lose what little
margin they may have previously
had.
The flaws of our economic model
were clear even before this virus
upended our daily lives and sent
our economies into freefall. The
pandemic simply illuminated the
truth. It’s time to reinvent growth –
and fast.
The pandemic has proved our
capacity to pivot. Now we need
to create growth that works with
nature, not against it; that benefits
the many, not the few; and that
creates value across generations,
not quarters.

Europe Delivers is focused
resolutely on driving impact – now.
Our partners – companies with a
combined revenue of around USD
620 billion and close to 550,000
employees – are leading projects
that apply their commercial
competence to human problems.
We are investing in this way because
it makes commercial sense.
We also believe that by
transforming our businesses, we
are strengthening Europe. We
believe Europe has a critical role to
play, with 12 of the world’s 20 most
innovative economies and a track
record of collaboration, hard-won
after centuries of strife.
And in recent decades we have seen
Europe take an even stronger stand
on climate leadership, which is on
display in the European Green Deal.
We hope that all European business
leaders will join us in the effort. Our
times demand nothing less.

This invites us to see that we can
write the future we want, using
today´s choices and actions as
our ink.
But what are these choices?
This is the question that has
inspired the body of work Xynteo

undertook over the second half
of 2020 in collaboration with our
partners in Europe Delivers –
Mastercard, Manpower, Verizon,
Yara, Scania, Shell and DB
Schenker.
Drawing on conversations with
nearly 80 leaders, we identified
over 70 trends that these CEO’s,
senior executives, policymakers,
experts and civil society leaders
believed would exert the most
powerful force on the near-term
future.
The growth model we need is
within reach. Let´s make the
future better than it used to be.
And let´s do it now.

“This is our opportunity to make change happen by design
– not by disaster or by diktat from others in the world.”
Ursula von der Leyen
President of the European Commission
State of the Union address at the European Parliament Plenary, September 2020
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Walls Up (and Down)
The evolution of globalisation
The year is 2025. One of the hallmarks of the post-WWII world – the
relentless dismantling of barriers to the flow of goods, capital and people –
has evolved into a new breed of globalisation. In this future we produce, buy
and interact much closer to home, but our brainpower becomes borderless.

Core Features
The US-China trade relationship has only incrementally improved;
global trade and supply chains have continued to shrink.
The strain on the world´s infrastructure for global collaboration has
worsened; regional cooperation is states´ preferred mechanism for
problem-solving.
Despite internal challenges, the EU´s relevance as a regional power grows.
Enabled by further advances in remote working, companies are moving to
a borderless talent pool.
European white-collar workers increasingly opt to live in peri-urban and
suburban areas; more developing and emerging economy workers stay in
their home countries.

Qs for Leaders
What will it mean in practice to reengineer supply chains
to deliver resiliency as well as efficiency?
And who will pay?
If we let multilateralism erode, and global openness
shrinks, how will scaling strategies need to change?
How would multinational businesses need to reorganise
themselves if talent became truly globalised?
What if higher-income, more highly educated populations
lived on the outskirts of European
cities, and city centres were the main home for
lower-income groups?
CHOOSE GROWTH: Shaping Europe’s future now
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Walls Up (and Down)

Leadership choices
In Walls Up (and Down), the world of 2025 is more fragmented. Multilateralism is creaking;
globalisation has continued to slow. Meanwhile, our leap-forward in remote working has helped
decouple work from place, opening up a more globalised talent landscape. From this view of
2025 we identify two choices for European business leaders…

Choice 1: Champion Global Openness
The Business Case: An open world is a
growth-friendly world
Multilateralism has taken a serious knock. The UN
has been hit by both reduced funding and loss
of credibility, in part by the US´s disengagement
from several key bodies including the World
Health Organisation during the height of the
pandemic. The EU, too, is rattled – by Brexit,
by an internal values clash, by accusations of
overstretch to the east, by lingering resentment
over the austerity measures implemented after
the 2007-09 crisis. And the WTO, struggling since
the collapse of the Doha talks, is becoming a bit
player in the US- China trade drama.

Call to Action: Use your voice to advance three causes
Business leaders obviously do not have an official
seat at these tables. But that does not mean that
international governance and the international
governance and the international rule of law are
not business concerns. Business leaders have a
huge stake in preserving an open international
system. A fragmented world is a costly one.
Business leaders can champion openness, in
Europe and abroad, by using their voices to
advance three causes:

“What was previously impossible turned into the only way to survive
and thrive, and it happened at an astonishing speed.”

Cause 1: Single market completion
Champion European cooperation, most notably the
completion of the single market, a precondition of
Europe´s ability to build global competitiveness in tech
and green tech.
Cause 2: Global problem-solving
Partner with multilateral actors to advance a
more fit-for-purpose model for collaboration
between businesses and international/ regional
organisations.

Cause 3: Recommitment to the SDG
Promote multilateral solutions including the
Sustainable Development Goals, which have been
hard hit by the pandemic- induced downturn.

Jonas Prising
Chairman and CEO, ManpowerGroup
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Walls Up (and Down) / Leadership

“The world is going to be more home-centric and businesses need to redesign their products
around that reality. Our lives will gain normalcy but not the normalcy of the past.”
N. Chandrasekaran

Chairman, Tata Sons

Choice 2: Prepare for a More Borderless Talent Landscape
The Business Case: A new talent model is coming
For many, the most visceral experience of the
pandemic has been the switch from office to
home. Before lockdown ignited the work-fromhome revolution, only about 5% of employees
in the EU worked from their homes, a share that
jumped to 40% at the height of the pandemic.
Through the clearing smoke, we see broad
consensus that workers will neither stay home
nor go back to the office every day of the week.
We are moving towards a hybrid model.
Some have speculated whether the hybrid model
could help smash the glass ceiling preventing
gender parity of pay and positions. By removing
some of the trade-off between work and family,
women could be freed up to move more quickly
up their career ladders. By loosening the link
between work and place, talent could go truly
global. In a ´borderless´ talent model, business- es
could leverage the workflow innovations and
digital leap that took place during the pandemic to
source talent from anywhere with a high- quality
internet connection.

Call to Action: Solve four glitches in the emerging
work model
Glitch 1: Reconstitute work processes to suit remote
work
That most companies were able to shift their
workflows online at such pace and scale is
remarkable. But moving processes online without
adapting these processes is not sustainable.
As we reorganise around a hybrid, borderless
talent model, recalibrating digital work to
suit human workers will be a precondition of
continued productivity and well-being.

Glitch 2: Find out how to cultivate mental well-being
in the hybrid model
Humans (even introverts) are fundamentally social
beings. Our physiological and psychological
health is dependent on interactions with other
humans.

Glitch 3: Master culture-building without the water
cooler
A cohesive company culture depends on faceto-face interactions. Throughout the pandemic,
businesses have been experimented with
different forms of remote culture- and teambuilding – from online happy hours to fitness
sessions.

Glitch 4: Kill the digital divide to unlock more
inclusion
Perhaps the most important glitch that could
prevent the hybrid work model from driving more
inclusion in the workplace is the digital divide. In
Europe, 10% of people still lack a stable internet
connection; the lowest access is in rural areas. 5G
would do much to widen access to high-speed
broadband.
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11th Hour
The long climate sprint begins
The year is 2025. Europe has made faster-than-projected progress towards its 2030 emission
reduction target – thanks to the explosion in decarbonisation sparked by the collision of the
Green Deal and market forces, as well as a covid-inspired sea-change in public appetite for climate
action. But this future tests our resolve and asks that we ramp up, rather than merely sustain, our
ambition. For we still have a long way to go to carbon neutrality, and all the low-hanging fruit has
been harvested. Meanwhile, locked in climate-change impacts are materialising.

Core Features
Climate consumerism has become mainstream, and electorates
are demanding robust climate action.
Business is collaborating with government to implement the
Green Deal.
Capital has shifted in favour of low-/no-emissions business
models and ESG investment.
Batteries hit the tipping point for cost, while storage increases materially.
A higher carbon price materialises. Climate change impacts multiply.

Qs for Leaders
What if public opinion moves dramatically in favour of the
Green Deal? Is your business prepared for big consumer and
regulatory shifts?
How is your business preparing to compete as capital
becomes more and more carbon-averse?
How are you ensuring that your business is actively
minimising emissions across your entire value chain? How
do you avoid carbon dumping onto another supply chain
partner, industry or geography?
How are you working differently with government to
allow space for a truly systems approach to Green Deal
implementation – applying the right technology to the right
industry in the right order?
CHOOSE GROWTH: Shaping Europe’s future now
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11th Hour

Leadership choices
In 11th hour, the Europe of 2025 has made powerful gains towards its emissions targets – thanks
to the Green Deal as well as the market´s embrace of no- and low-emissions businesses. But we
still have a long way to go to carbon neutrality. The business-government partnership needs to
stand strong. From this view of the future, we identify two choices...

Choice 3: Become an Enabling Partner to Green Deal Government
The Business Case: The Green Deal won’t succeed
unless business and government change their
partnership model
Climate change is the archetypal ´wicked
problem´. Not only is it complex in itself, the
measures needed to achieve net-zero emissions
entail a staggering amount of coordination across
intersecting economic and social strata. Here in
Europe, key actors include Brussels, national and
local governments, large and small businesses
– not to mention citizens. Their actions need to
dovetail not only with each other but with similar
clusters in other regions of the world.
This is why so much is riding on the European
Green Deal. For the first time, we have a
gameplan that treats the European economy as
an interconnected system, a precondition for
reaching climate neutrality. It plans to manage
our different energy sectors (electricity, gas,
heating, transport and industry) as one system,

and accounts for carbon emissions and savings
outside of the energy sector. It also brings all the
member states together under the same ambition
of net-zero by 2050.

Call to Action: Three adjustments in business’ posture
vis-à-vis government
What lessons did the pandemic provide for the
future of the business-government-partnership?
On the one hand, many of the leaders we spoke
with were dismayed at the fractured response we
saw in Europe, especially in the first months of

2020. On the other, many of the leaders we
spoke with felt that the pandemic had released
renewed momentum for collaboration.
Unlocking a new phase in public-private
collaboration requires that we get intensely
practical about how to change this interface to
get more done faster. Business leaders can start
this process by making some adjustments in
order to become a truly enabling partner to the
Green Deal.

“Europe needs a cohesive industrial policy – we need policy that
moves us into the industries of the future, and we need to educate
our workforce to run those industries. Is someone thinking of this
ecosystem and putting it together?”

Jochen Thewes
CEO, DB Schenker
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11th Hour / Leadership / Choice 3

“Partnerships are great but we need to be very purposeful about who we bring
together. What are the comparative advantages that each partner brings to the
table? This can´t be a hobby. It needs to be something they do for a living.”
Michael Miebach
CEO, Mastercard

Adjustment 1: Adopt an empowering narrative

Adjustment 2: Find new tools

Narratives matter. Goethe tells us that if you treat
people as they are, they will remain as they are.
But if you treat them as they could be, they will
become what they could be. While government
is beset with problems – bureaucratic slowness,
lack of needed competence and sometimes
outright corruption – these storylines can veer
into caricature. For example, it isn´t true that
government is incapable of innovation; all the
innovations that make modern smartphone so
smart – the internet, GPS, touch-screen and voiceactivation – can be traced back to governmentfunded research. And of course, for all the
power of business, it has neither the democratic
legitimacy or expertise to run public policy. The
pandemic has illustrated that solving wicked
problems – whether a pandemic or a systems
transition to a net-zero economy – depends
government to wield muscular policy instruments
in service of its citizens´ future.

As one CEO pointed out, around a decade ago,
government was calling for business to lean
into the effort to fight climate change. Business
responded, and today engagement is high. Yet
government has not evolved its processes to be
able to ´receive´ this engagement, and business
often struggles to understand what government
needs. Too much of the dialogue is about asking
for cash – policymakers want companies to invest
in projects that make less commercial sense,
while business demand tax incentives or direct
funding to de-risk their ventures. Instead, the
public and private sectors need to leverage each
other’s capabilities in service of shared aims.

Adjustment 3: Put society before product
Businesses need to sell their products and
services. Much of the business interface with
government is therefore driven by a desire to
secure policy and regulation that advances the

health of the markets for these products and
services. This creates value in terms of both jobs
and products that people need. But, as we embark
on the 30-year journey to implement the Green
Deal, governments need to be able to manage the
economic transition as a complex system, tuning
incentives as they learn what solutions work best
for which sectors.
Deciding which sectors to electrify, where to
allocate limited bioenergy resources and where
it makes most sense to scale hydrogen, for
example, will be fiendishly difficult no matter
what. But it will become nearly impossible if
businesses focus too hard on lobbying for better
conditions for their products and services.
Government and business must be able to share
a wider lens.
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11th Hour / Leadership

“To thrive in the energy transition, we need to start with the customer and then move
from the customer back into the products and services they want and need. Then we
need to ask ourselves how we adjust our services and our organisation to meet those
needs, rather than focusing on how to bring our assets to market.”
Huibert Vigeveno

Downstream director, Shell

Choice 4: Embrace carbon competitiveness
The Business Case: The market has moved on
and it won´t go back

Call to Action: Adopt three assumptions to be
competitive on climate

Though the international framework for
addressing climate change has been beset
by controversy and trouble, the experience of
the past year suggests we might have turned
a corner. Advanced industrialised economies
seem to be vying for the position as the world´s
greenest economy.

Assumption 1: Capital will become carbon-averse

Businesses across the industrial spectrum are
moving into a new phase when it comes to
decarbonisation.

The past year has seen a surge in signals that
capital is moving away from carbon. The Net Zero
Asset Managers initiative brings together a group
of investors managing assets worth more than
USD 9 trillion around a pledge to invest only in
net-zero companies by 2050.
As capital´s appetite for low-carbon investment
increases, we have a job to do on streamlining
and harmonising sustainability standards, which
are labyrinthine.

Assumption 2: You will need to own your value chain

emissions from the generation of the electricity,
heating and cooling that that company purchases.
Scope 3 refers to all the other emissions that stem
from that company´s value chain. As businesses
started to grapple with their emissions, they
focused on scope 1 and often stopped there.
Going forward, competitiveness will derive from
scope 2 and 3 performance as well.

Assumption 3: Your team must become adept at
systems collaboration
Taking true ownership of the entire value chain
requires teams will different skillsets. Leaders
need to build competence in forging and
sustaining (sometimes unusual) collaborations
with value chain partners.

Scope 1 emissions are emissions produced by
a company´s direct operations. Scope 2 covers
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Utechia / Dystechia
The two faces of tech-capitalism
The year is 2025. Europe has emerged from the pandemic with a much more digitalised economy.
This is unlocking break through outcomes across a range of sectors and giving birth to a new
generation of businesses. However, while jobs are being created by Europe’s digital economy,
we are not moving fast enough on reskilling those workers who lost their jobs as a result of the
pandemic and automation. This provides fertile ground for social media-enabled populism.

Core Features

Qs for Leaders

Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies are making Europe´s cities
smarter and driving advances in public health systems.

How do education systems need to change in order to
provide the skills we need in a digital economy?

Unemployment is high, stemming from a combination of large-scale
headcount reductions and sluggish progress on skilling.

As we recover, how do we ensure our businesses contribute
to a thriving SME sector?

Highly-educated workers in some industries are thriving in the digital
workplace, but many are being left behind.

What are the practical obstacles to closing Europe’s skills
deficit?

Regulators are still struggling to find the right approach to big tech.
Social media is helping to drive wedges into European society.

What is the next step for tech governance in Europe? What
is the right balance between privacy and competitiveness?

CHOOSE GROWTH: Shaping Europe’s future now
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Utechia /Dystechia

Leadership choices
In Utechia / Dystechia, Europe is both succeeding and struggling to make technology work for
its economies. Our health system is evolving; our cities are smarter. But unemployment is high –
we have not done enough to skill workers. Despite tech regulation, social media allows populists
to stoke the fires of discontent. This future suggests two choices for leaders...

Choice 5: Take Greater Responsibility for Employment Security
The Business Case: Building a skilled, justly
rewarded and dynamic workforce is a precondition
of healthy markets
The pandemic has laid bare the fragility of an
economic model featuring a workforce with
high levels of income insecurity and weak social
safety nets. European worker protections typically
focus on job security. This creates rigidity, raising
the barrier to hiring. European businesses are
increasingly evading this barrier by tapping into
the burgeoning gig economy, where workers
are highly vulnerable. To build resilience in our
workforce – thereby ensuring healthier markets
– we need to shift focus from job security (which
focuses on keeping a worker in a particular
job) to employment security (which focuses
on safeguarding the career of a worker across
potentially multiple jobs).
Business leaders are generally optimistic about
the ability of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
to provide surplus jobs, replacing and even
exceeding the ones lost as old industries die.

And history shows that technological revolutions
typically do create more jobs than the ones
destroyed. The stakes are high: if we don´t act
pre-emptively we risk adding years to our
recovery trajectory and deepening lines of
inequality. Time is of the essence.

Call to Action: Show leadership in four areas
Moving Europe´s workforce towards employment
security will require that businesses accept a
larger share of the leadership burden in the labour
market. Here are four areas where business needs
to expand its role:

Area 1: Skills
Employment security depends on a workforce
with the skills to operate in a digital economy.
And yet our education system is not keeping pace
and equipping Europe´s young people with the
ability to learn and master the more advanced
digital skills required. It is ultimately businesses
that need to skill their workers to carry out the
tasks required to run their operations.

If efforts are pooled with government bodies,
unions and employers’ organisations, the costs
and benefits can be shared more equitably.

Area 2: Gig worker security
Europe´s gig economy has been growing rapidly
over the past 20 years, contributing 20-30% of
jobs. Some are now unionising or setting up
their own workers’ collectives, and companies
like Mastercard (working with Stride) are giving
gig workers access to benefits normally tied to
employers.

Area 3: SME health
A McKinsey survey found that 55% of European
SMEs thought they would be out of business by
September 2021 if revenues stayed at current
levels. Many of these SMEs will be women-owned
or minority-owned, translating into greater gender
and racial inequality. How can large businesses
find win-win solutions and help foster a lively,
innovative and diverse SME population instead of
stamping them out?
CHOOSE GROWTH: Shaping Europe’s future now
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Utechia /Dystechia / Leadership

“We have unemployment that is not driven by technology, but by individuals
being more productive. It took a pandemic to make people see that there can
be better ways to approach tasks.”
Rick Haythornthwaite

Chairman of Xynteo, chair-elect of Ocado
and former chairman of Mastercard

Choice 6: Digitalise while Protecting the Social Contract
The Business Case: The competitive benefits of
digitalisation cannot be reaped if digitalisation is
untrustworthy
In more ways than one, the pandemic served as a
mirror. And one of the features it reflected back
to us was our ability to make big changes at pace.
But the pandemic also showed that digitalisation´s
benefits are skewed in favour of the already
advantaged. The digitalisation of the economy
feels like another set-back in which capital-holders
take an even bigger cut.
Businesses are typically keen to communicate
the benefits of technology. But given the growing
apprehension around its impact on livelihoods
and social cohesion, this communication
strategy may require a rethink. Indeed, 54% of
respondents in the 2020 Edelman Trust Barometer
study said their trust would increase if companies
were more transparent about the downsides of
technology.

Call to Action: Five principles for reversing the fall
in trust
Capturing the full commercial and social potential
of digital technology depends on the level of trust
people have in the ability of businesses to use
data and technology in society´s interest.
Right now, this trust is falling. Business could
help reverse this trend by following some core
principles, among them:

Principle 1: Make digital work for all
Digital technology has the power to radically
widen inclusion. But only if it is available to all,
including and especially the economically and
socially marginalised without internet access. The
solution demands not only that we ensure access
to the technology; it also requires that people
are equipped to use it. Microsoft has committed
to help 25 million people worldwide acquire the
digital skills needed in a ´covid-19 economy´

Principle 2: Demonstrate net contribution to jobs
One of the principal drivers of mis- trust in
technology is the perceived impact on jobs.
This mistrust cannot be assuaged simply by

stating that jobs will be created at some stage
in the future. Verizon is tackling this head-on
by committing to giving digital training and
mentorship to 500,000 workers by 2030 (with an
emphasis on young, Black and Hispanic workers
without a college education).

Principle 3: Help regulators find the right way
forward
Europe´s more human-centered approach to tech
governance could serve as a differentiator for
the bloc. To move forward in a way that protects
consumers and builds competitiveness, robust
engagement from business is required.

Principle 4: Champion science
A possible silver-lining to the pandemic may
be what one CEO called ´the resurgence of the
scientist´. Business leaders can help make this
possible by supporting clean science and being
role models for evidence- based debate and
decision-making.

Principle 5: Combat polarisation
The biggest contribution businesses can make to
the social contract is through taking responsibility
for the creation of meaningful jobs that enable
CHOOSE GROWTH: Shaping Europe’s future now
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Leadership conversations
The three futures and six leadership choices put forward in this report were
inspired by our conversations with nearly 80 leaders from business, but we
also spoke with policymakers, experts and civil society leaders. Thanks to all
for lending us your time and energy!

Henri Proglio
Former CEO, EDF and Veolia
Environment

Åsa Pettersson
Head of public affairs and sustainability,
Scania

Henrik Henriksson
President and CEO, Scania

Camilla Palladino
EVP, corporate strategy and investor
relations, Snam

Dev Sanyal
EVP, gas and low-carbon energy, BP

Ingrid Kylstad
COO, Katapult Ocean

Eleni Kampouri
Postdoctoral research fellow,
University of Hertfordshire

Jaco du Toit
Senior advocacy advisor, WWF UK

Eva Karlsson
CEO, Houdini Sportswear

Jeremy Bentham
VP, global business environment and
head of scenarios, Shell

Christian Rynning-Tønnesen
President and CEO, Statkraft

Fiona Dowson
Independent sustainability consultant,
food systems and supply chains

Jeremy Hillman
Director, corporate communications,
World Bank

Alejandra Kindelán Oteyza
Head of research and public policy,
Santander

Christy Pambianchi
EVP and chief human resources officer,
Verizon

Florence Gaub
Deputy director, European Union
Institute for Security Studies

Jeremy Leggett
Founder and director, Solarcentury

Alex Lankester
Partnerships director, WWF UK

Clare Barclay
CEO, Microsoft UK

Håkon Haugli
CEO, Innovation Norway

Dr Amy Hochadel
Director, global business, Connected
Places Catapult

Dagmar van der Plas
Sustainability manager, financial health
lead, ING

Hans Vestberg
Chairman and CEO, Verizon

John Renard
President, portfolio business unit and
EMEA, Cyient

Anab Jain
Co-founder and creative director,
Superflux

Deborah Frieze
Founder and president, Boston Impact
Initiative

Hein Schumacher
CEO, Royal FrieslandCampina

Prof. John-Arne Røttingen
CEO, Research Council of Norway

Iain Watt
Independent consultant, climate change

Jonas Prising
Chairman and CEO, Manpower

Henrik O. Madsen
Chairman, Aker Carbon Capture and
Aker Offshore Wind

Catherine MacGregor
CEO, Engie

Huibert Vigeveno
Downstream director, Shell

Jochen Thewes
CEO, DB Schenker
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Jonas Samuelson
President and CEO, Electrolux

Mark Cutifani
CEO, Anglo American

Sir Jonathon Porritt
Founder director, Forum for the Future

Martin Skancke
Chairman, Principles for Responsible
Investment

Karl Johnny Hersvik
CEO, Aker BP

Mats Rahmström
President and CEO, Atlas Copco

Katherine Garrett-Cox, CBE
CEO, Gulf International Bank (UK)
Limited

Michael Miebach
CEO, Mastercard

Prof. Kevin Noone
Department of environmental science,
Stockholm University

Mirja Bastian
Consultant and people lead, TLGG
Consulting

Kjerstin Braathen
CEO, DNB

Natachia Antonis
Chief human resources officer,
The Berner Group

Krishna Bodanapu
Managing director and CEO, Cyient
Leif Johansson
Chairman, AstraZeneca
Linda Ingolfsdottir
Strategy lead, fair jobs, H&M
Lorenzo Simonelli
Chairman and CEO, Baker Hughes
Dr Marc Thom
Venture capital senior investment
manager, Sony
Marco Alverà
CEO, Snam
Mark Barnett
President, Mastercard Europe

N. Chandrasekaran
Chairman, Tata Sons
Pablo Barrera Lopez
EVP, strategy and communications,
Yara
Dr Peter Drobac
Director, Skoll Centre for Social
Entrepreneurship, University of Oxford
Peter Voser
Chairman, ABB
Rainer Kiefer
EVP, global head of sales, DB Schenker
Remi Eriksen
President and CEO, DNV GL

Richard Miller
Associate director, Connected Places
Catapult
Rick Haythornthwaite
Chair-elect of Ocado, chair of Xynteo
and former chair of Mastercard
Rosa Lind
Leadership and change manager,
Ingka Group

Thomas Schmitt
Chairman and CEO, Forward Air
Thomas Thune Andersen
Chairman, Ørsted
Thorhild Widvey
Chair, Statkraft
Tone Hansen
Director, Henie Onstad Arts Centre
Ulrike Haugen
EVP and chief communications officer,
DNV GL

Sallie Calhoun
Founder, No Regrets Initiaitve
Sam Daws
Director, project on UN governance
and reform, University of Oxford

Vidar Helgesen
Executive director, Nobel Fundation

Sampath Sowmyanarayan
President, global enterprise, Verizon

Dr Wolfang Schüssel
Former Chancellor of Austria

Dr Sandie Okoro
SVP and general counsel, World Bank

Yves Daccord
Former director-general, International
Committee of the Red Cross

Sofie Nyström
Strategy lead, inclusion and diversity,
H&M
Sue Kelsey
EVP, global consumer solutions,
Mastercard
Svein Tore Holsether
President and CEO, Yara
H.E. Tarja Halonen
Former President of Finland
Thomas Ball
Head of partnerships, WWF UK
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“We are our choices.”
– Jean-Paul Sartre

Disclaimer: This report is Xynteo´s work alone and in no way do we imply en- dorsement by our partners or by any of the individuals/
companies we interviewed and/or quote. The three futures in particular are a work of fiction – how Xynteo imagines 2025 could be based on
live trends and insights mined from conversa- tions with around 80 leaders.
To learn more about our work visit xynteo.com

